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400 Midtown Plaza
Salt Lake City, UTah R4102
Att. Richard C. Davidson and
Janice Hill

April 10, 1990
Steven D. Mabey
1021 South Valley View Dr., #147
St. George, UT 84770

In Re :
C i t y of S t .

George,

Plaintiff

and

Respondent,
Case No. 892004212

v.
Steven Mabey:
Defendant and Appellant.

Dear Utah Court of Appeals:

Concerning

Steven Mabey,

the defendant and Appel-

lant for case No. 900175-CA. and his docketing statement
and

appeal

brief.

This letter document

requests

the

judgement of guilty for traffic ticket No. 892004212 he

aMni^y
ril

10,

1990

-1-

& hri^D, ID.

lilt

NOT GUILTY.

The date of the judgement was 2 2nd day of February,
1990 before the Honorable Robert F. Owens.

The applicable facts of the case are:
the

other

driver

or

respondent,

he

Gretchen

believes
Goulding,

should be guilty of speeding and other charges;

and she

should

reasons

and

receive the judgement for the following

statements of legal facts of history of the two car

accident:
1.

First

reason is:

she saw my turn signal

on

with the flashing light going and did not slow
down

or

respect that I was already

into

my

turn when she saw me in my car,

The

law requires that she should slow down to

let me make my turn since I was in the

inter-

section

on

first

and my turn signal was

in

advance of the turn and she saw the signal.

2.

Second
legal

reason:
speed

recorded

April 10,

1990

she

was speeding

limit and she said in

over

the

the

tape

transcription that she was in a

-2-

big

PtfxnlA to, /Ho

hurry

that cay to make an

appointment

down-

town .

She

has lied to the court about the speed

of

her vehicle the day of the accident.

Reason

three:

the

Gretchen Goulding,
Stratton,

court transcription shows
the respondent, and Marlon

the policeman,

both testified that

absolutely no skid marks were found or made by
the respondent's car.
that

Gretchen

effort

to

This is absolute proof

Goulding

slow

made

down or stop

absolutely
when

considerable time in advance to do
no

accident

no

she

had

so.

Then

would have happened if - she

had

slowed down 2 to 5 miles per hour.

These

are the facts of my appeal brief and in

summary

one

other fact to

discuss

is:

police told witnesses not to talk to me and
main

witnesses

could not come to

that would have proved my case!!
Sincerely yours,

Steven D. Mabey

April

10,

1990

A

Ayil£
-3-

O/)

(J

ID, I^O

the

the
2

TRIAL

IN

THE

UTAH

COURT

OF

APPEALS

00O00

Steven D. Mabey
Petitioner,

DOCKETING

STATEMENT

COURT

APPEALS

v.
Oretchen Goulding

Appeals,

Rule
the

NO,

900175-CA

Respondent.

Under

OF

9

of the Rules of the Utah

appellant files the

docketing

Court

of

statement

containing the following:
1.

A

statement

that the appeal is from a

final

judgement of the trial court ending all claims
of

all parties,

and giving

jurisdiction

on

this court to hear the appeal for review.

2.

A

simple

statement

why the case is

from

a

final order of the trial court.

3.

The date of the judgement under review.

4.

A simple statement of the applicable facts
the case.

DOCUMENTING

STATEMENT

-1-

of

5.

A simple statement of each issue of the appeal,
written
but

6.

in terms and circumstances of the case

without unnecessary detail.

Any statute,

rule or case law that may decide

each issue.

7.

Any

or all related or prior appeals

in

this

rase .

day of ft

Dated

'A

' *•*, 1990

Signature of party filing pro se

CERTIFICATE

I
copy

OF

MAILING

hereby certify that I mailed a true and

correct

of the foregoing docketing statement by depositing

the same in the United States mail,

postage prepaid

to

the following: QR £ T C H E A/ - £ O U k. b I tsJ ^

SftihiT - 4Eo\rL4EjULT AH- Ctrvi-oF.
Sf\?N-rq&oR4ETHEobDRE-uO.SUumuJHYLftu^YBK
DATED this

/&

-Hf£.
X.00 A/.£A*hiT - qeoRQE

DOCUMENTING

STATEMENT

-2-
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TYPEWRITING

I,

OF

APPEAL

CERTIFICATE

Ellen C. Young, of YOUNGS1 ENTERPRISE, Business

License No.

011847,

type this letter,

DBA as word

processing,

to the best of my ability,

did
for

Steven D. Mabey on April 10, 1990.

r.

y-/o-?o

E l l e n C. Young

* */-/*- p

S&z^h.iric
April 10,

1990

-4-

PtfSrlA 10,1*1°

CIRCUIT COURT, STATE OF UTAH ' T V ? A F F \ Cm
DEPARTMENT
^ ^ _ ^ . .

2 I 1990
CIRCUIT COURT
St. Geqrg£_Qfin£

NOTICE OF APPEAL
P l a i n t i f f ( s ) &>
VS.

C i r c u i t Court No.

B1200HXH

Court of Appeals No.

Defendant(s).
TO THE ABOVE COURT, ^AND TO THE Sx%&Rq£% OR ATTORNEY FOR
De^BUbfiftn
TL R /AJ 7~7FPSka
ttspondent:
Notice i s
hereoy g i v e n t a a c .^..^.^....^....^^^^^^ and Appellant, appeals to
the Utah Court of Appeals rrom the judgment* rendered jby Ju$ige
Otl/EfiJS
i n t h i s a c t i o n i n favor of
Pk~qtfilT?f^f*
ana a g a i n s t 2>"£z PB NRN~T~
or that: portion or s^Ld juagmentT

as follows:

„

#

»

~TKPi FFfC

-y^TcKB-r*

Y The judgment of t h e above Court was rendered on the date of
\
^%«9fl» This judgment has been recorded i n the Judgment booic or
The Cleric o f ^ t h e C i r c u i t Court i s requei3ted to transmit to the
*%%
Cleric oiL-the Utah Court of Appeals the record and other documents
as r e q u i r e d b y - t h e Rules of the Utah Court of Appeals.

(signed ^jki^rv

hrTYlaJleu*

Attorney ror Appellant or Appellant Jr
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING

The undersigned c e r t i f i e s that on the date below a copy of the
above n o t i c e of appeal was mailed t o :
CITY
op Smsn--aEc>T{<L&
w i t h a i l p o s t a l and other f e e s prepaid.
A

Dated
C Ti

fjl.Jy-

X

(Signed) <=kMUretV

2i ZL< ~~ Q 0

FA-xn-lo

J).

Attorney ror Appellant or Appellant.

ST*™*-*-***'
<
-8o/-673-5'3 l0~

Richard C. Davidson *S
Presiding Judge

Russell W. Bench
Associate Presiding Judge

Judith M. Billings
Judge

Regnal W. Garff
Judge

Utah Court of Appeals
400 Midtown Plaza
230 South 500 East
Salt Lake City, Utah 84102
801-533-6800

Pamela T. Greenwood
Judge

^

^

Mary T. Noonan
Clerk of the Court

Norman H. Jackson

April 2, 1990

Judge

Gregory K. Orme
Judge

Steven D. Mabey
1921 South Valley View, #147
St. George, UT 84770
In Re:

City of St. George,
Plaintiff and Respondent,
v.
Steven Mabey,
Defendant and Appellant.

Case No. 900175-CA

Dear Mr. Mabey:
Please be advised that the notice of appeal in this case has
been filed with the Court of Appeals on March 30, 1990. The case
number is 900175-CA and should be indicated on any future filings.
It appears that you will not have the assistance of an
attorney in preparing papers for filing in this Court. This
office is prohibited from writing your papers for you. Please do
not ask us to do so. If you will follow the rules of the Utah
Court of Appeals, you should be able to present your case with few
problems.
Enclosed are important time limitations for your appeal.
Failure to file designated papers within the time limitations may
result in dismissal of your appeal.
Within ten days of the filing of the Notice of Appeal, the
appellant must file with the trial court either (1) a request for
transcript or, (2) a notice that a transcript is not requested, as
required by Rule 11(e), Rules of the Utah Court of Appeals. You
must make the request directly with the court reporter, make
satisfactory arrangements for payment, and file a copy with this
Court and a copy to the trial court.
Please also note that pursuant to Rule 21, copies of all
papers filed with the Court of Appeals must be served on all other
parties to the appeal. All papers filed must be accompanied by a
certificate of service in the form of a statement of the date and
manner of service, the names of the persons served, and the
addresses at which they were served.

Case No. 900175-CA
April 2, 1990
Page -2-

Please note that it is your responsibility to notify the
Court of Appeals immediately in writing if you have a change of
address during the appeal process.
The Docketing Statement, consisting of the original and five
copies, is due within 21 days of the notice of appeal, which is
April 11, 1990.
Sincerely,

ox/.
/ J a n i c e H i l l •""
d e p u t y Clerk
cc:

S t . George City Attorney
S t . George F i f t h C i r c u i t Court #892004212

STATEMENT OF CANDIDACY - U N i T E D - h J A T i o t f S (see reverse side for instructions)
1. (a) Name of Candidate (in full)

^

, _ ^ ** -nv - » * >

S T E V E N - D oHuI g
i Aif address
S-m
ABEY
Check
changed

-HiS- 32.S-8684

(b) Address (number and street)

•32-5' FEt>£ Rfl L- Hz\4>HTS4>HTS
(c) City, State, and ZIP Code

•

^ U

,.

CIRCLE
^

, . . _

^

2. Identification Number

SfllT-lflKE-ClTy,
UTAH" 8^103
4. Office Sought
| 5. State & District of Candidate

3. Party Affiliation

ALL

PREStD£NT»US

_^

_

^ ^

_, ^

U T A H - A N D - A / £ V/flDA-89/95

DESIGNATION OF PRINCIPAL CAMPAIGN COMMITTEE

F O R E V E R

6. I hereby designate the following named political committee as my Principal Campaign Committee for the
election(s).
(year of election)
NOTE: This designation should be filed with the appropriate office listed below.
(a)
Name of Committee (in full)
\a/ i c o n i c ui V S U I M I I u u e e \ m I U I I ;

-8oo-V2-V-*53o-8oi-36*HM24-

^^

•UMTtED-N'ATiorsJS(b) Address (number and street)

- G R E E N - VALLEY- COUNTRY-

CLLLB-

(c) City, State and ZIP Code

-SAINT-SEOREE-UTAH -8WT70DESIGNATION OF OTHER AUTHORIZED COMMITTEES
(Including Joint Fundraising Representatives)
7. I hereby authorize the following named committee, which is NOT my principal campaign committee, to receive and expend funds
on behalf of my candidacy.
NOTE: This designation should be filed with the principal campaign committee.
(a) Name of Committee (in full)

^

^

Uisj'lTEb-NATiOhJS(b) Address (number and street)

801-673-53*0-

U.N.ftr

-

• W ? U

#

? ? ^ / ) *

-8oi-3fc'HH;a.<?-

^

V85"NELU-YORK-,

(c) City, State and ZIP Code

FifTtf-AVENUEM.Y'/0O'7-\Zl2,-i,<t7-32.32.

I certify that I have examined this Statement and to the best of my knowledge and belief it is true, correct and complete.
Signature of Candidate
T
~
T
j
i Date

NOTE: Submission of false, erroneous, or incomplete information may subject the person signing this Statement to the penalties of 2 U.S.C. §437g.

CANDIDATES FOR THE OFFICE OF:
President mail to:

I

U.S. Senate mail to:

X

Federal Election Commission
999 E Street, N.W.
Washington, DC 20463

Secretary of the Senate
Office of Public Records
232 Hart Senate Office Bldg.
Washington, DC 20510-7116

XiJL-TRUtAP-CorrvPAHres

U.S. House of Representatives mail to:
O

For further information
contact:
U

Clerk of the House of
Representatives
Office of Records and
Registration
1036 Longworth Office Bldg.
Washington, DC 20515-6612

Federal Election Commission
Toll-free 800/424-9530
Local 202/376-3120

2i5e83aj-zooior&L

i -

FAB-ThJFORMATtnid—

FEC FORM 2
(revised 4/87)

-ftfti- A7=u<ratf/^-

©ngmsl
FIFTH CIRCUIT COURT, STATE OF UTAH
WASHINGTON COUNTY, ST. GEORGE DEPARTMENT
* * * * *

TRIAL

CITY OF ST. GEORGE,
Plaintiff,
vs.
STEVEN MABEY,

Case No. 892004212

Defendant.
* *

BE IT REMEMBERED, that on the 22nd day of
February, 1990, the above-entitled matter came on for
hearing before the Honorable Robert F. Owens, Judge
of the above-named Court, at the Washington County Hall
of Justice, St. George, Utah, and that the following
proceedings were had:

APPEARANCES:
Theodore W. Shumway,
St. George City Attorney

For the Plaintiff:
The Defendant appeared pro se.

BYRON

RAY

CHRISTIANSEN.

JR.

CERTIFIED SHORTHAND REPORTER

l

I N D E X

WITNESSES FOR THE PLAINTIFF

PAGE

MARLON STRATTON
Direct Examination by Mr. Shumway
Cross-Examination by Mr. Steven D. Mabey

7
11

GRETCHEN GOULDING
Direct Examination by Mr. Shumway
PLAINTIFF RESTS

16
29

WITNESSES FOR THE DEFENDANT
STEVEN D. MABEY TESTIFIES
Cross-Examination by Mr. Shumway
DEFENSE RESTS

30
35
37

REBUTTAL WITNESS
MARLON STRATTON
Direct Examination by Mr. Shumway

37

Cross-Examination by Mr. Steven D. Mabey

37

BYRON RAY CHRISTIANSEN. JR.
C E R T I F I E D S H O R T H A N D REPORTER

2

£ M

C E E D I N G S

THE COURT:
failure to yield.

The next case is Steven D. Mabey,

And the record may show the defendant is

present and, let's see, Officer Stratton, let's see if
the Information needs to be signed.

Go ahead and be seated,

Mr. Mabey.
Do you solemnly swear the allegations of the Information
you just signed and testimony you're about to give in the
case before the Court will be the truth, the whole truth,
and nothing but the truth so help you God?
MARLON STRATTON:
THE COURT:

Yes, I do.

All right, you may take the stand.

Mr. Shumway, you'll be handling this case, is that
correct?
MR. SHUMWAY:
STEVEN MABEY:
cont —

Yes, your Honor.
Uh, your Honor?

Can I request a

I want to request on the record a continuance.

Can

I do that now?
THE COURT:

You can make that motion, yes.

STEVEN MABEY:
THE COURT:

Do I make it right now?

Yes.

STEVEN MABEY:

Okay.

I wanted to make a motion

for a continuance of this trial for two basic reasons:
The first reason is, is that I have been trying, since
BYRON RAY CHRISTIANSEN, JR.
CERTIFIED SHORTHAND

REPORTER

3

the time of the accident, to locate one of about —

anywhere

from about six to eight people that were out front of the
video store and out front of the convenience store during
that time.

And for various reasons, the people haven't

seemed to be very cooperative.

One person volunteered that

she knew people, her name is Jennifer Harrison.
at the convenience store at Bloomington.

She worked

And then she

went away for vacation, came back, then she said that she
could not locate the people because she did not know their
names.

She only knew them by their face.

I said to try to keep going —

And therefore,

to look for these people,

because she did know them, and she did know of at least
two people that she knew of.

And she saw the accident also.

She couldn't come this morning because she had a test
at school.
And then as of Sunday, this last Sunday, just a few
days ago, I had been repeatedly, discreetly, trying to
follow up to see if she had —
store.

if the people had come to the

And she said the one girl usually came in for drinks,

had not been in.

And then the girl came in, I'm not sure

exactly when, but Saturday or so, before this last Sunday,
which is only a few days ago, and she got her name.
So only at about 6:30 on Saturday night, just a few
days ago, I got the name of the witness, talked to the witness and she referred me to two other people, they knew one
BYRON RAY CHRISTIANSEN, JR.
C E R T I F I E D S H O R T H A N D REPORTER

4

more, and I have not been able to track down the other
person that knew the majority of the information.

And I

was not able to get these people in this short of time to
come to court, or subpoena them.

And thatfs the first

reason that I would like to ask for a continuance, because
the major part of the evidence to prove my case, I cannot
do without these witnesses.
And the second part of the reason is that I tried to
obtain a lawyer to help me with this matter, because I
felt that there was enough complication for me on my part
that I wanted to get a lawyer to do it.

And I finally got

ahold of Mr. Clayton Huntsman who agreed to look at it
about a week and a half ago, and then he got a severe case
of the flu, put me off for several days, finally said he
couldn't do it, referred me over to Mr. Alan Boyack.
couldn't do it in the time period necessary.

He

So therefore,

I haven't been able to retain legal counsel, and both of
those persons are willing to file their story with the Court,
So for the two reasons that my main evidence that I
want to present before the Court to prove my case, because
the witnesses are not available

because of the short time

and only came available a few days ago, not due to my fault;
and secondly, I have not been able to retain a lawyer.
Those are the two main reasons why I would like to
ask for a continuance.
BYRON RAY CHRISTIANSEN, JR.
CERTIFIED SHORTHAND

REPORTER

5

THE COURT:

What is the position of the City

with respect to the motion for a continuance?
MR. SHUMWAY:

If your Honor please, this is a case

that occurred back in November.

It did involve an accident.

We would be opposed to any further delay.
been continued once before.

I understand it's

There's been no showing or

evidence that the witnesses that the defendant refers to
would contribute or support a defense that he might raise.
There's more than adequate time to contact —

locate an

attorney, and I don't believe that any of the reasons he's
given for not having an attorney would be justified on the
grounds of dilligence, nor has there been a showing the
witnesses would be material or helpful to his defense.
Therefore, we would oppose the continuance.
THE COURT: We normally hear traffic cases within
30 to 60 days from the time of the incident.

There was

a previous continuance granted, and now, on this case, we're
going on four months, so it's a very old case.
There's been no showing of due dilligence, that is,
last-minute preparations or attempts to get attorneys are
never grounds for a continuance without a showing that
for some reason it was impossible to do so in a timely
manner.
So, for those reasons, the motion for a continuance is
denied.
BYRON

RAY

CHRISTIANSEN.

JR.

CERTIFIED S H O R T H A N D REPORTER

6

You may proceed, Mr. Shumway.
DIRECT EXAMINATION,
BY MR. SHUMWAY:
Q.

Please state your name and occupation.

A.

My name is Marlon Stratton.

I'm employed as a

police officer for the City of St. George.
Q.

Officer Stratton, were you so employed back on

the 1st day of November of 1989?
A.

Yes.

Q.

Calling your attention to approximately 4 p.m.

in the afternoon of that date, did you have occasion to be
in the area of Brigham Road and Pioneer Road or were you
called there?
A.

Yes.

I was called to the scene of an accident

at the intersection of Brigham Road and Pioneer Road.
Q.

Is that intersection the one immediately west of

the Bloomington exit of the freeway?
A.

That's correct.

Q.

Just before you reach the small commercial center

there?
A.

Right.

Right on the corner by the Bloomington

Market.
Q.

Is that intersection controlled by any traffic

control of any type?
A.

Yes, it is.
BYRON RAY CHRISTIANSEN, JR.
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Q.

Would you describe that for us?

A.

Yes, it's a four-way intersection.

There is a

stop sign on Pioneer Road, which would run north and south.
Q.

So traffic on the north-south, Pioneer Road,

have to stop for east-west traffic on Brigham Road, is that
correct?
A.

That's correct.

Q*

All right.

What time was it when you arrived

there?
A.

I arrived at the scene at 4:11 p.m.

Q,

And were you able to ascertain approximately when

the accident occurred?
A.

I was dispatched at 4:08 p.m., so I was there three

minutes after the accident occurred.
Q.

All right.

A.

Upon my arrival, I found two vehicles within the

intersection.
Goulding.

Tell us what you found when you arrivedf

The first vehicle was driven by Gretchen

That vehicle was a 1979 Chevrolet Camaro, gold

in color.
The second vehicle, driven by the defendant, Mr. Mabey,
was a 1989 Eagle Medallion, which was blue in color.
Upon my investigation, I determined that the vehicle
driven by Gretchen Goulding, the Camaro, had been traveling
eastbound on Brigham Road.

She had apparently just left

work, which is at Dixie REAf the building directly behind the
BYRON RAY CHRISTIANSEN, JR.
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Bloomington Market.

She had pulled out of the parking lot

there, turned right, and proceeded east on Brigham Road.
As she was approaching the intersection of Brigham
Road and Pioneer Road, the defendant, Mr. Mabey, driving the
American —

or the Eagle Medallion, had been traveling west-

bound on Brigham Road approaching Gretchen Goulding.
From talking to both of the drivers, I determined
that the driver, the defendant, Mr. Mabey, made a lefthand turn from Brigham Road to turn onto Pioneer Road.
At that time he turned into the path of Miss Goulding, in
which a collision occurred.
Q.

All right, did you have any evidence of excessive

speed on the part of Mrs. Goulding?
A.

No.

There was no evidence, whatsoever.

no skid marks at the scene.

There were

I talked to Gretchen about that,

she indicated she had just barely left the driveway and
the defendant, Mr. Mabey, turned so quickly in front of
her that she had no time to brake at all.
Qi

Do you have an opinion as to whether there was

adequate time for Mr. Mabey to make a safe left turn at
the time he did so?
A.

My opinion was that he did not have time to make

a safe left-hand turn, that he did not yield the right-ofway to Miss Goulding.
Q.

And based on that, did you cite Mr. Mabey?
BYRON RAY CHRISTIANSEN, JR.
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A.

Yes, I did.

Q.

Mr. Mabey is here in court?

A.

That's correct.

Mr. Mabey is sitting at the

defendant's table.
Q.

And Mrs. Goulding is here also?

A.

Yes, she is.
MR. SHUMWAY:
THE COURT:

I believe that's all I have.
You may cross-examine.

STEVEN MABEY:

Is it possible that I could have

the officer draw what happened on the board there?
THE COURT: Yes.
STEVEN MABEY:

Could we move the board up a little

bit so we could see it?
THE WITNESSmicrophone.) —

(Inaudible, standing away from

the position of the vehicles as I found

them upon impact.
Okay, this is Pioneer Road.
right here.

Bloomington Market sits

The exit from 1-15 would be right here.

Vehicle No. 1 will be the vehicle, the Camaro, driven by
Miss Goulding.

Vehicle No. 2 will be the vehicle driven

by the defendant, Mr. Mabey.
Mr. Mabey, as I understand it as I was told at the
scene, exited the freeway, proceeded here on Brigham Road,
where he attempted to make a left-hand turn to go on Pioneer
Road.

The vehicle driven by Miss Goulding was traveling
BYRON
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eastbound on Brigham Road, where Mr. Mabey made his lefthand turn and the collision occurred at that point.
CROSS-EXAMINATION,
BY MR. STEVEN MABEY:
Q.

No, 2 car, which is mine, are you sure of the

position on that car?
A.

Yes, sir.

Q.

You 1 re sure it wasn't pointed more straight?

A,

Well, I don't confess to be a free-hand artist,

but that's as best as I can recall the accident and from
the diagram that I have here on my accident report, that
is pretty accurate.
Q.

Okay.

On the —

on my car still, would you say

that the car was in the middle of the intersection or
closer to where the —
come together.

the two points of the other road

In other words, do you think it's in

—

my car was in the middle of the intersection or farther to —
going into my turn?
A.

I would say the —

Miss Goulding's vehicle was

in her proper lane of traffic.

You had made —

made the

turn, and your vehicle was more in her lane than anything.
There is a large intersection here, but your vehicle was
in her lane.
Q.

Okay.

Now, in measuring the accident, at the time

of the accident, did you get out and look for skid marks?
BYRON RAY CHRISTIANSEN, JR.
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1

A.

Yes, I did.

2

0-

Did you actually take any equipment and measure

3

the feet from the corners of the road or take any measure-

4

ments physically with any equipment or tape measures?

5
6

A.

No, I did not.

It was what appeared to me to be

a very clear-cut case, so I did not do that.

7

Q.

So no equipment was used to measure anything

8

A.

No measurements were made at the scene, no.

9

Q.

Okay.

And did you, on my car —

—

again, this is

10

again on the measurement —

11

two cars hit, did you measure the depth of the hit where my

12

car was hit, where it was buckled in on my car?

13
14

A.

but the hit on my car, where the

Do you mean did I measure defamation of your

vehicle, is that what you're saying?

15

Q.

Right, where it

16

A.

No, I did not.

17

Q.

You did not measure anything.

18

—

Did you physically

look at my car to see where it was hit?

19

A.

Yes, I did.

2D

Q,

So where would you say my car was hit?

21

A.

I would say the majority of the damage to your

22

car would have been the right front quarter.

23

damage to the front end, to the grill area, but the majority

24

of the impact occurred on the right front quarter of your

25

vehicle.
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Q.

Can you draw on Car 2, just with some mark, where

the main hit was, or point it out for us?
MR. SHUMWAY:
I believe —

I'll object to that, your Honor,

if your Honor please, I believe it isn't

feasible to try to show damage on this figure that's on the
sketch.

He's testified it's the right front quarter, and

that's close enough that
THE COURT:

—

All right, I suppose a separate sketch

could be done just of the vehicle showing that.
not sure that a sketch is needed.
front quarter.

But if you want

But I'm

I can visualize right
him to draw that sketch,

I'll have him do it.
STEVEN MABEY:

Your Honor, it's very important

to my case that he does draw exactly where the main hit
was on my car.
THE COURT:

What is the relevance of any more

detail than right front quarter?
STEVEN MABEY:

It will show where the point of

impact was and where I was in the intersectionf because
that drawing's not correct.
THE COURT:

Well, all right.

Make one more

sketch of the vehicle on a separate page and —

or if you

can put it on the bottom of this one, maybe that would be
simpler.
then

Just draw a blown-up sketch of the vehicle and

—
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THE WITNESS:

Okay, if Vehicle No. 2 was traveling

2

in this direction, this would be the front of the vehicle,

3

the majority of the damage would have been in this portion

4

here. The impact would have been from this direction.

5

J

MR. MABEY:

Okay.

I'd like to make a note for

6

the record, your Honor. I tried to have Blake's Auto Body,

7

Red Blake, come to court today.

B

get then to come to court, and they would not take my calls.

9

And also a lady from the St. George Police Department came

I tried several times to

ID

down to my house to tell me I could not call Red Blake's

11

Body Shop anymore to talk to him about my car. And therefore,

12

I could not bring Red Blake in with the pictures.

13
14

15
16
17

THE COURT:
J

that.

Okay.

You don't need to explain all

You're limited right now to cross-examination of the

witness.
Q.

(By Mr. Steven Mabey)

Okay.

So you

did not see any skid marks, right?

IB

A.

Yeah.

19

Qi

Okay.

2D

A.

Let me refer to my answer.

21

All right.

And what was the weather like that day?
A —

the weather

was clear.

22

Q.

Was it a sunny day?

23

A.

As I recall, yes, I —

24

Q.

But it was a really bright, sunny day, so it

25

clear, the roads were dry.

was a glare also from the sun, right?
BYRON RAY CHRISTIANSEN. JR.
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J mean the sun was very bright, glare-type day?
2
3
4
5

for a conclusion on the part of the witness.
it was sunny.

B
9
ID
11
12
13
14
15

He testified

Whether it was a glare or not, would be an

opinion.

6
7

I 1 11 object to that as calling

MR. SHUMWAY:

THE COURT:

Well, I think it would require a

conclusion beyond the knowledge of this witness.
Q.

(By Mr. Steven Mabey)

more questions.

Okay.

Sustained.

I just have two

First question is have you been advised

by any person to change any of the facts of where the car
was hit or any of the facts of this case?
A.

Have I been asked to change the facts?

Q.

Uh-huh (affirmative) .

A.

No, sir, I have not.

Q.

From no person.

Do you know Gretchen Goulding

16
as a friend of person or is it the first time you met
17
Gretchen Goulding in this accident?
18
19

A.

It's the first time I've met Gretchen was

investigating the accident.

2D

STEVEN MABEY:

Okay.

Those are all the questions

21
I have.
22
23
24
25

THE COURT:

Any redirect?

MR. SHUMWAY:
THE COURT:

I don't believe so, your Honor.
You may step down.
(Witness excused.)
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MR. SHUMWAY:
I

We'll call Gretchen Goulding.
GRETCHEN GOULDING,

having been called as a witness, being first duly sworn,
testified as follows:
DIRECT EXAMINATION,
BY MR. SHUMWAY:
ft

Please state your name.

A.

Gretchen Goulding.

ft

Is it Miss or Mrs.?

A.

Miss.

ft

Okay, Miss Goulding, calling your attention to the

day in question, the 1st day of November, 1989, what time
did you get off work on that date?
A.

I left work around 4 p.m., maybe a few minutes

before 4 p.m.
ft

And you work at Dixie REA there at —

near this

intersection?
A.

Yes.

ft

Were you driving a Chevrolet Camaro?

A.

Yes.

ft

Tell as you approached the intersection what you

did, what you observed, and so on.
A.

Okay. As I was approaching the intersection

—

ft

And you were going from west toward the east, is

that correct?
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A.

Yes*

I was going from west towards the east,

Q.

Go ahead.

A,

I was heading to go under the freeway to turn left

to go onto the freeway to come into St. George. And there
was one car that was in front of his car. It turned left
in the same direction that he was turning.

It went through

the intersection before I had reached the intersection.
Q.

In other words, another car going west turned

south onto Pioneer Road before you reached the intersection?
A.

Yes.

Qt

All right.

A.

Yes, I did see him behind.

Qt

How far behind was he?

A.

Urn —

Q.

Car lengths —

A.

Maybe two —

Qt

All right.

Did you see him behind that car?

about two car lengths.
As he came into the intersection,

where were you?
A.

As he came into the intersection, I was just

starting to go through the intersection.
Qt

You were coming into it also?

A.

Uh-huh (affirmative) , yes.

Q.

Did you in any way signal for a turn?

A.

No.

Q.

Did he signal for a turn?
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A.

I can't remember whether he signaled or not.

Q.

Tell us what he did.

A.

Okay.

He just tried to turn left in front of me

and to get through the intersection before I got through
the intersection.
Q.

How fast were you going?

A.

Fifteen to twenty miles an hour, 20 at the most.

Q.

Could you estimate his speed?

A.

I'd say that his speed was probably going a little

bit faster to get through the intersection before I got
through the intersection.
Q.

All right.

When you observed him turn in —

in

front of you, were you able to stop?
A.

When he started going through the intersection,

I could see that we were going to hit, so I just slammed
on my brakes.
Q.

When you observed him starting to turn, how far

away was his car from your car?
A.

As his was turning left?

&

Yes.

A.

It was probably from here to about where he's

seated at the desk.
Q.

All right.

So there's no way you could avoid

the accident?
A.

No.
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o.

Did you have any conversation with Mr. Mabey after

the ace•ident?
A.

After we hit, he got out of his car, came over

to my car, asked me if I was okay.

I said yes.

And he

said, "Would you please call for an ambulance," that he
had been cut and was bleeding.

ft

All right.

Was there any discussion about what

caused the accident?
A.

Later on, yes, but not at that point.

ft

When was that?

A.

Let's see.

It was in the ambulance when they

were taking us to the hospital.

ft

You went to the hospital also?

A.

Uh-huh (affirmative).

ft

And the discussion was with Mr. Goulding?

A.

Pardon?

ft

The discussion was with Mr. Mabey?

A.

Yes.

ft

Who else was there?

A.

There was two persons in the front of the ambulance

and one woman in the back.

ft

Paramedic types?

A.

Yes.

ft

Okay.

What was the conversation with him regarding

the cause of the accident?
BYRON RAY CHRISTIANSEN. JR.
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A.

He just asked me if I had seen him —

if I'd seen

him come off of the freeway or under the underpass coming
from the east.

And —

Q.

That was all?

A.

Uh-huh (affirmative) .
MR. SHUMWAY:
THE COURT:

Yeah.

I believe that's all I have.

You may cross-examine.

STEVEN MABEY:

Okay.

Your Honor, again, it's

very important in my case that Gretchen would draw where,
in her view, where the —

how the accident happened and

how she views the accident on the board.
THE COURT:

Well, all right

STEVEN MABEY:

—

Because this drawing, I think, is

incorrect, your Honor, and I would like her drawing.
THE COURT:
of time, I'll —

Well, that may be, but in the interest

is there another color marker there?

THE WITNESS: Yes.
THE COURT:

Why don't you use that.

And if your

recollection differs from what's there already, just draw
the position as you remember it.
THE WITNESS:

That's just about the same place that

I would say the accident had happened, or we had collided.
THE COURT:

All right.

Well, then there would seem

to be no need to create another sketch.
Q.

(By Mr. Steven Mabey)
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drawing on the board, where —

how —

which —

when you

came on the highway that day, which parking lot did you
come from?
A.

How far down the road were you?
It may have been 75 to 100 yards from that inter-

section,
STEVEN MABEY:

Your Honor, this, again, is important

in my case on speed and what she saw.

If she could draw

just one little mini drawing as to where she came out, how
far down the road, approximately.
MR. SHUMWAY:

I'll object to that.

If your

Honor please, she's testified 75 to 100 yards.
THE COURT: Sustained.
Q.

(By Mr. Steven Mabey) Okay.

Let me ask you this:

That day, you were leaving work?
A.

Yes.

Q.

Okay.

A.

I wasn't in a hurry.

Were you in a hurry that day?
I had an appointment that I

was heading to.
Q,

Okay.

What kind of an appointment?

Was it a

medical appointment or an urgent appointment of some kind?
A.

It was a medical appointment.

Q.

Medical appointment.

So you were in a hurry, then,

to make that appointment?
A.

No.

I wasn't in a hurry.

I had time to get to the

appointment.
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Q,

What time was your appointment?

A.

It was 4:30.

Q.

Just one more question on the appointment.

How

far did you have to go to make that appointment at 4:30
from the time of the accident?
or

Was it downtown St. George

—
A.

Yes, it was at the hospital.

Q.

Okay.

All right.

Did you —

in the 75 to 100

feet, when you started out of the parking lot, normally
how fast would you go up that street?

What would —

what

was your speed that day?
A.

It was about 15 to 20 miles.

Q.

Okay.

And were you drinking anything that day,

Vodka or beer or anything?
A.

No.

I had been

working from 8 till 4 when I

had just gotten off work.
Q.

Were you taking any medication, pain pills or

drugs of any kind for any sickness or illness or anything?
A.

No.

Q.

No drugs.

Okay.

came out of that 75 feet —
other cars

When was the first time as you
you mentioned you saw a few

—

A.

Seventy-five yards, excuse me.

Q.

Seventy-five yards.

Okay.

When you came out of

that 75 yards, where was the first time in yards, was it 10
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yards aiEter you turned out?

When was the first time that

you saw my car?
A.

Let's see, I seen a car in front of your car first.

I was probably, urn, yardwise, it was before the first
entrance to the video shop.

ft

That you saw me, then?

A.

Uh-huh (affirmative).

ft

So how many yards from where you see my car on

the board to where the first time that you saw me —

would

you estimate how many yards were you from the first time
you saw me to where we hit?
A.

Twenty-five yards

&

And that was

A.

Twenty-five.

ft

Twenty-five yards.

—

—

Was that the first time that

you saw me?
A.

Yes, uh-huh.

&

Okay.

A.

I had seen your car after —

right behind the car

that was in front of you.

ft

And what did you think that I was trying to do?

A.

To turn left through the intersection before I

got to the intersection.

ft

And did you see my turn signal?

A.

I don't remember if I had seen it or not.
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Q.

Okay.

And if you knew I was turning left through

the intersection, how come you didn't slow down or put on
your brakes if you knew that I was going through that intersection, you already knew I was entering the intersection?
A.

Because that was my right to go through that

intersection first.
ft

Okay.

But on the intersection, when I was in the

intersection where you saw me, the 25 yards before where
the Car 2 is right now, how far into the intersection was
I when you saw me at the 25 yards?
I111 object to that as assuming a

MR. SHUMWAY:

fact not in evidence, namely that he was in the intersection,
Object to the form of the question.
THE COURT:

Sustained to the form.

You'll need to

reframe the question.
STEVEN MABEY:
Q.

Okay.

(By Mr. Steven Mabey)

When you first saw me,

where was I in the map there of the road up there?
A.

When I first seen you, you were —

you had passed the cattle guard.

If —

I don't think

maybe you were right

on the cattle guard, but I don't think you had quite reached
the cattle guard.
Q.

Okay.
STEVEN MABEY:

Your Honor, I hate to ask her to

do anything, but can you have her draw one little picture
BYRON
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it's very important to my defense —

one little drawing as

to where she first saw me on that board, where this cattle
guard is?
THE COURT:

Well, let me ask:

Is that something

you can put on this sketch, or is it farther off
THE WITNESS:
THE COURT:
another color.

—

No, I can put it on that sketch.

All right, go ahead and do it in

And the record should show that the witness

has made some red parallel lines to represent the cattle
guard.
Q.

(By Mr. Steven Mabey)

Okay.

But where

—

the cattle guard, is that just under where the freeway
passes over, is that where it f s —
at —

let's see. Is that the —

cattle guard.

is that where that's

where —

But where was my car?

okay.

But the

You're showing the

cattle guard, but where was my car that you saw?
MR. SHUMWAY:

Your Honor, I believe she's testified

that she first saw him about the cattle guard.
STEVEN MABEY:
accident.

But the cattle guard is beyond the

She couldn't have
THE WITNESS:

No.

—
The cattle guard is west of

the exit off of the freeway.
Q.

(By Mr. Steven Mabey)

point to one thing here.

Okay, well let me just

So my car —

the cattle guard's

here and say this is my car, where did you see my —
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was my car in this -- this is the stop sign where you exit
off the freeway, right? Okay?

This is —

let's see. This

is the convenience store right here, so this is where you
come off the freeway, right? Okay?
area here?

Where was my car in this

This is where you said you —

thought I was making a left turn.

Okay.

you said you
Where was my

car in here?
MR. SHUMWAY:

If your Honor please, I'll object

to the question as being multi-faceted, complex and not
comprehensible.
THE COURT:
sketch.

I think you may be confused on that

The freeway exit is to the right beyond the cattle

guard, as I understand it.
STEVEN MABEY:

Okay.

the other day and the signs —
THE COURT:
Q.

Well, I was just over there
well

—

Well, there would be no stop sign on —

(By Mr. Steven Mabey)

Okay.

So my —

my —

say

this is the cattle guard, that seems like a long ways down,
it seems like the stop sign's more over here, but —
THE COURT:
answers.

You can't argue with the witness's

All you can do is elicit evidence.
STEVEN MABEY:

Q,

Right, right.

(By Mr. Steven Mabey)

Okay.

So my car, would I have been

into this road area here when you saw me?
A.

No. You were before the cattle guard.
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&

I was up here?

A.

East of the cattle guard, yes, or approximately on

the cattle guard, in that vicinity•
Q.

Then how did you know I was going to make a left

A.

I don't know.

turn?

turn signal on or not.
&

I can't remember if you had your
It's been close to four months.

Okay, because if I was up here, you could have

assumed that I was going to turn this way or could have
gone straight.

How did —

how did you —

again, you said

it was four months, but how did you get the idea that I
was going to making a turn?
question:

When did you —

Or when —

let me ask you this

when did it come to your mind

that I was at this point, and like you were down here, when
did it come to your mind that this —

this person is going

to be making a left turn and I might —
stop.

or I should possibly

When did it come to your mind that —

I was making a left turn?

When did —

that for sure

in your mind, when

did you know that I was going to make a left turn?
words, 25 yards

In other

—

THE COURT:

You have to —

you have to ask the

question once and give the witness time to answer.
STEVEN MABEY:
Qt

All right.

(By Mr. Steven Mabey)

was going to make this left turn?

When did you know that I
When did you
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THE COURT:

Well, Mr. Mabey, you have to stop at

some point and give the witness a chance to answer the
question.
STEVEN MABEY:
Q.

All right.

(By Mr. Steven Mabey)

know that I was going to
THE COURT:

All right, when did you

—

All right.

You've already asked it.

Let her answer now.
THE WITNESS:

When you started into the intersec-

tion.
Q.

(By Mr. Steven Mabey)

Okay.

Then how many yards

was that when you knew I was going to turn into the intersection?
A.

My car may have been one car length back from where

he has my car drawn now.
Q.

At this

back here?

Okay.

So at that time,

did

you push on your brakes at that point?
A.

When you were turning through the intersection?

Q.

Yeah, when you knew that I was turning, did you

push on your brakes to stop for me or did you just keep
going?
A.

I started to put on my brakes just before we

—

when I could see that you were not going to get through the
intersection and we were going to hit, I put on my brakes.
Q.

So how many yards was it, or in feet, when you
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applied your brakes before we collided?
A.

Five to ten feet.

Q.

Okay.

And did you, at the time you put on your

brakes, did it throw you forward in your car, did you
press hard?
A.

Yes.

Q.

Okay.

else.

All right.

Let's see if I have anything

Do you know of anyone else's names that saw this

accident that you know of?
A.

No.

Q.

Okay.

Have you been advised by anybody to change

the facts of this accident in any way?
A,

No.

Q.

Okay.

Okay.

STEVEN MABEY:

I think that's a LI the questions

I have,
THE COURT:

All right.

MR. SHUMWAY:
THE COURT:

Any redirect?

No, your Honor.
You may step down.

(Witness excused.)
MR. SHUMWAY:
THE COURT:
time, Mr. Gould —

The City rests.
You may present your case at this

Mr. Mabey.
STEVEN D. MABEY,

having been called as a witness, being first duly sworn,
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testified as follows:
THE COURT:

Take the witness stand.

STEVEN MABEY:

Oh, I just thought — now,

you just want me to tell my side of it?
THE COURT: Yes.
STEVEN MABEY:

Okay.

All right.

On that particular day, I was not drinking any alcohol,
I was not on any drugs or any medication of any kind.
normally made that turn at that exit.

I

I had been in St.

George for the past, about, three months.

And I had turned

that intersection in the last three months, oh, over a dozen
times, going into the convenience store primarily to get a
drink of diet Pepsi and look at real estate for sale and
development of the real estate property around that corner.
Secondly, I've been coming and going up and down that
road now all my life.
And, thirdly, I've been in and out of that exit over
the years over 100 times, and I've never had any problem
there.
I was very conscious and clear that day of what I was
doing.

I stopped at the stop sign, I turned on my turn

signal, I looked both ways and there were no, uh, cars, that
looked like they would be any obstacle of any kind.

And

it looked like I had plenty of time to make it through that
intersection.

And I also drive anywhere from one to three
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thousand miles per month, normally, so I'm used to driving.
So the main point is, is that I felt that I was clear,
I looked all ways and I felt in my normal timing that no
one would hit me at that time.
I would have been going probably about 15 to 20 miles
an hour.

The gold car of Gretchen Goulding, in my opinion,

what I believed happened is that she was speeding and did
not judge my distance that day.

I believe the speed would

have been 30 to 40 plus miles an hour, probably in a hurry
that day.
And the next point is, is I believe she did not make
an attempt to try to stop for me or slow down for me.

As

she stated in her testimony, she thought she had the
right-of-way.
I believe that —

well, number one, that I was first

in the intersection.
Now, I want to show a couple of things on the board
here about the accident.

Well, first thing I want to show -

how far does this microphone pick up?
THE COURT:
talk in the —

Well, it will pick up if you would

talk loud like you're doing now.

STEVEN MABEY:

Okay.

On the board there's two

things I'm going to show, which are very important, concern
the skid marks and concern the point of the hit on my car,
are the two points that I want to show on the car and where
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my car present is on the drawing is not correct and where
the damages on the car are, are not correct.

So I'm going

to draw two points on the blackboard or the flip chart here.
MR. SHUMWAY:

Would you have him use a different

color marker?
THE COURT:

Yes. Is there another marker here?

No, coming back this way —
MR. SHUMWAY:

Well, we could use red if it's not

going to be —
STEVEN MABEY:
THE COURT:

All right.

STEVEN MABEY:
accident —

let me —

in this direction.

I have green.

Okay.

He has some green, apparently,

Where my car was — the

I'm going to draw a picture of my car

As it —

my

car

was out front of

the convenience store, and from Blake's Auto Body, Traveller'£
Insurance, and from Troy's Body Shop, who all looked at this,
and an investigator from Chrysler Motor, my damage on my
car had no damage hit on the front part of the bumper.

The

bumper was not damaged or the front part of the side of the
bumper was not damaged.
Where the hit was and the impact was is the impact
came a few inches behind the right fender, if you were
sitting in the driver's seat to your right and there was
a large indentation —

not that large —

but it went in over

10 inches into the side of my car directly on the side where
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the point of the front bumper of the pointed front of the
Camaro car hit me.

So therefore, the drawing is incorrect.

My car would have been pointing straight, almost —

it would

have maybe had a very, very slight angle, but it was almost
going straight into the road, which is Pioneer Road.
Thirdly, my car was not in the middle of the intersection
as described.
or —

It was a little bit farther down, a few feet,

well, probably a little more like the front line I'm

showing right here.
So, the two points that I'm making, are the fact that
I had already made my turn, so I was already well into my
turn and she had plenty of visual view that day to see my
car into the full turn.

And I would maintain that she would

have known from the distance from that exit to the time that
I was in that road, I believe she would have had at least
15 to 20-plus yards that she would have known that my car

—

because when I made my turn, I was making a turn towards
going this direction, so there would have been an angle
of turn that she would have known I wasn't going to go
straight.

And I believe that it would have been 15 to 20

yards back that she would have saw me.

So she had more

than ample time to stop.
The other point that I would like to put in my defense,
your Honor, is the fact that the officer said on the court
record that there were no skid marks, absolutely no skid
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marks of any kind when he checked the accident, which is
a very major point.

Because she stated she hit her brakes

and it pushed her into —

she hit the brakes hard.

I asked

her if she hit the brakes hard, she said she hit the brakes
hard.
Your Honor, there were no — no skid marks at that
point, anywhere in here.

So what

I maintain, your Honor,

is that she had plenty of time to know that I was turning,
she probably could have stopped at least one to two car
lengths, at least one to two car lengths before she could
have hit me as a normal driver would have in the — even
in the most normal courtesy.
So, I maintain, your Honor, that she was in a hurry
that day, the Chrysler investigator maintains that it
would have been a fairly hard impact, 30 or 40 miles an
hour.

It's a very deep gash, directly in the side of my

car, so therefore, she did not try to stop.
There were no skid marks.

I maintain she was speeding,

she was in a hurry to be downtown and there was a long
distance she had to drive in a few minutes that day, your
Honor.
And I think that's just about it. So I maintain
that I was being courteous, I was first in the intersection,
I was far into my turn, she had ample time to stop, did not
stop, did not try to stop, was speeding.
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verified to the fact that he found absolutely no rubber of
any kind of any skid marks the day of the accident.
And I think that —

and I did —

I did look all

directions to make sure that I was clear as normal to
make that turn into the intersection.

And I drove one

to three thousand miles a month, as I said, and I felt
I had more than ample time to get through that intersection
over 100 times, with no problem in that intersection, and
I felt that I had more than ample time

from my judgment

of driving, to make it through that intersection.
THE COURT:

Did you have any cross-examination,

Mr. Shumway?
MR. SHUMWAY:
THE COURT:

Yes, I did.
So take the stand, Mr. Mabey.

CROSS-EXAMINATION,
BY MR. SHUMWAY:
Q.

Where was Miss Goulding's car when you first

saw it?
A.

I saw some car that would have been moving far

before the intersection.

So when I —

when I exited, as

far as what I could see, it would probably be —

in yards,

I'd have to measure it, but you know, at least 50-plus
yards down that road as I took the turn from the stop sign
when I saw the area.
Q.

Did you have it in view, then, from that point unti
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the impact?
A.

I saw the car coming, and from what I maintain

in my judgment, that I would have been able to make it at
the normal speed, and I did have an eye on it.
Q.

I didn't ask for your judgment.

Ifm just asking

you if you kept it in view, and you can answer this "yes11
or "no," from the time you first saw it until the time of
the impact.
A.

I had the view of the car through the whole time.

Q.

All right. And based on that view of the car,

you estimated it was going 35 miles an hour?
A.
Well, from the — from the circumstances of
what —
Q.

No, I'm asking if you estimated the speed of the

car during the time you watched it.
A.

I'm not an expert on what the speed was.

I would

say it would be at least 3 0 to 4 0 miles an hour or more.
Q.

Did it —

did you feel that you had time to

make a left turn in front of a car that was coming towards
you at 30 or 40 miles an hour from 50 yards away?
A.

It did not seem to me —

the answer to your

question is that when I first saw the car, it looked like
it wasn't going as fast. And when the car hit me, I
realized it was coming faster and therefore I absolutely
felt that I had time to turn and I didn't think the car was
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going as fast as it actually ended up going.
MR. SHUMWAY :
THE COURT:

I have no further questions.

All right.

You may step down.

Any re buttal itestimony?
MR. SHUMWAY::

Just one question I can ask the

officer herer if that' s all right.
THE COURT:

Yes.
MARLON STRATTON,

having been called as a witness, having been previously
duly sworn, testified as follows:
DIRECT EXAMINATION,
BY MR. SHUMWAY:
&

When you arrived at the scene, were the cars

still <at the point of impact where they had collided?
A.

Yes.»
MR. SHUMWAY:
THE COURT:

That's all I have.
Do you have any questions, again,

for th<B officer on cross?
STEVEN MABEY:

Yes, I do.

CROSS-EXAMINATION,
BY MR. STEVEN MABEY:
&

On the skid marks, again, you did look for skid

marks <and you found no skid marks
MR. SHUMWAY::
THE COURT:

—

I'll object to going

—

Well, you're limited to the subject
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matter that's just been asked.
STEVEN MABEY:
THE COURT:

Oh, okay, just been asked.

You can't rehash the other.

STEVEN MABEY:

Let's see.

No, I don't have

any more questions.
THE COURT:

All right.

Both sides have rested,

then, does either side wish to present closing argument,
first, Mr. Shumway?
MR. SHUMWAY:
THE COURT:

And Mr. Mabey?

STEVEN MABEY:
THE COURT:

We'll waive opening argument.

What did you want me to do now?

Well, at the end of the case, each

side has the right to present a summation or closing argument
I realize you've done that substantially in your testimony,
but I'm giving you that final right, if you wish to do so.
STEVEN MABEY:

Yeah, I do just want to say a couple

of words here, because this is important to me.

It has

nothing to do with the girl involved, but again, the -- the
officer clearly, in a phone call I had to the officer, and
from the paperwork and the testimony here in the trial today,
did not measure the accident, did not find any skid marks.
There was no rubber of any kind.

Therefore, it is my belief

that the girl, Gretchen Goulding, did not make any

—

absolutely did not make any attempt to try to stop.
I believe that she was just in a hurry that day, her
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speed picked up in speed, because she thought she may have
been cleared and had the right-of-way, and it's my belief
that I was to the intersection —
tion.

I was well into my turn.

in —

first to the intersec

She had more than ample

time, two or three car lengths, to come to a slow stop.
There absolutely should have been no collision of any kind
and I believe that I made the necessary turn signals and
followed all the law that I should have followed in the
accident.
I was clear of all my faculties that day, no drugs,
no drinking, I had been to that intersection over 100
times with no problem before, any time going through that
intersection and that intersection, because there's no
light and it's such a big intersection, I usually watch
quite carefully when I go through that intersection, as
to who's coming and going in that intersection.
THE COURT:

Any rebuttal?

MR. SHUMWAY:

I would just say, your Honor, that

the evidence does not indicate an excessive speed on the
part of either vehicle.

There would have been cars spinning

around and ending up over on the side of the road and that
sort of thing.
The testimony is that there was no evidence of speed,
except some unclear evidence from the defendant.
There is no reason why Mr. Mabey should not have yielded
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the right-of-way, why he should be in the lane of car going
straight ahead with no evidence of turning, why he should
not have waited until she had safely cleared the intersection before he made his turn.
The evidence is quite clear, in my opinion, that he has
failed to yield the right-of-way to a car that had the rightof-way, and he should be found guilty.
THE COURT:

All right.

Well, the matter having

been submitted, it does appear to the Court a clear-cut
case under the facts and the law.

The oncoming traffic

on that street very clearly have the right-of-way, and
what right-of-way means is the right to continue undisturbed,
not having to put on the brakes or take any evasive action.
A person turning in front does not obtain a right-ofway to turn simply by either reaching the intersection first
or starting to turn first.

That person has the obligation

to not, at any point, create an obstacle for the oncoming
traffic.
The fact that the accident occurred is presumptive
evidence that you, Mr. Mabey, did not yield the right-ofway.
Now, the only thing that forfeits right-of-way is
unlawful driving behavior by the oncoming traffic.
speeding has been alleged.

In this

It does not appear to me from

the accident, itself, and other circumstances and from the
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direct testimony of the other driver that there was excessive speed by either car,
I would assume that the accident occurred because of
failure to distracts —

distract the attention or something

of that nature on your part, but not excessive speed on the
part of the oncoming traffic.

Even if there had been,

your testimony would have indicated that you either were
or should have been aware of it, and therefore, it would not
have been unexpected for you.

And if that's true, then

that would not constitute a defense.
So I find you guilty under the facts of failure to
yield right-of-way.
Let's see, you failed to appear, apparently, within
10 days.

What was the reason for that?
STEVEN MABEY:

severe laceration.

I was confined to my home with a

I got 5 0 stitches across my head, I was

taking medicine that day and could not get up here.

I

called the Court and told them that I had to have an extension on the case.

I could not get here to the Court.

THE COURT:

Well, we show the call, but the

call came about a month and a half later.

How long were

you confined to your home?
STEVEN MABEY:

Well, it wouldn't have been a month

and a half later, because I did place the call that wasn't
too long after that point in time.

I'll go back to my recordfe,
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and it was —

I was —

had a severe concussion by the way.

My head swoll up almost a half inch at that time, lost
two pints of blood and also I did not have a car, so I
was confined to the house for two reasons and could not
get here.
THE COURT:

Well, all right.

I'll not charge

the delinquent fee of $20, but the basic fine is 45. How
much —

can you pay that today, or how much time do you

need to pay that?
STEVEN MABEY:
THE COURT:

No, I111 pay the 45 today.

Okay.

That will be all, then, in that

case.
(Whereupon this hearing was concluded.)
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